
Schools manage a tremendous amount of documents

and forms, especially within the Special Ed.  Those

working in Special Ed have a big heart, and they want to

spend as much time as possible helping their students

succeed; the last thing these workers want is to be

bogged down with managing paper work.  The EZ-SCAN

App helps to easily scan and classify each document

right from the Xerox device.  These documents can later

be retrieved within seconds using a Document

Management System (DMS). The typical issue of sifting

through hundreds of pages to finally find the exact

document or form you are looking for can now be

instant within a DMS.  EZ Scan for Special Ed eliminates

the need for offsite storage and all those pesky storage

boxes consuming precious office space.
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Apps (software Applications) add new
functionality to a multifunction device

(including copiers) or completely
transform it into a kiosk, offering

workflow solutions tailored to your
industry or your own specific office.

Some Apps can be quite advanced
while others are just simplistic.

What is an App?

Your copier is no longer

just a copier!
Why consider Apps?

Improve your office’s current processes

Ensure accuracy and uniform practices

Streamline workflows

Improve efficiency

Improve security

Achieve “GREEN” initiatives

Go paperless, go digital, go virtual
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The EZ-SCAN App saves the student’s scanned documents to a file folder on the server.  Your

Document Management System (DMS) will import the documents along with all inputted data

(metadata).  Controlling information and sharing information can only be managed in a DMS.

EZ-SCAN offers peace-of-mind knowing your documents are easier to find, easier to

protect, and easier to store long term.  Search for a specific document per each

student and know which document is the latest version within a DMS.  Risks of losing

or misplacing documents are significantly reduced.  Allowing all school grade levels

access to these documents can eliminate the need to physically transport documents

from one school to the next, reducing unnecessary time-wasting and risks associated

with transporting documents & refiling.
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